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A Plague Doctor in his apparel 

By Jerry Klinger  

 

San Francisco, a Sanctuary City in a Sanctuary State, declared in a terrifying crescendo, the Coronavirus 

is an emergency, a potential catastrophe.  Never mind the population is not suffering from a broad 

general infection…yet.  It is was what might happen that has them scared. 

The uncontrolled flow of migrants, most of whom are economic migrants destined for the public welfare 

rolls, free health care, free education, free housing, free food, and on, are eligible for broad-based 

benefits that American citizens can’t get. The uncontrolled flow of migrants across American borders is 

not a concern or crisis until the risk is unfettered, entrance to potential Coronavirus infected people. 

Blind admission of migrants, some of whom could be carrying disease, such as T.B., potentially to the 

good people of San Francisco, did not matter to the mother Sanctuary of Sanctuaries. But the 

Coronavirus…that has them scared.  There is no treatment for Coronavirus, unlike T.B. The Virus can and 

is spreading easily far and wide. The Bay area city knows it.  

Trump’s border wall, which liberals have fought hard against, is slowing down the cross border flows the 

San Fran Liberals are suddenly terrified of. Trump, and any reasonable government intent on protecting 

its citizens from obvious risk, demanded a wall to stop unvetted migrations. Trump never wanted to 

stop immigration, only uncontrolled migrations.   The Wall requires migrants to go through defined 

entry points where they can be checked for diseases, like the fearful Coronavirus, before they are 

released into the American interior. 330,000,000 Americans will be at risk. 



A Wall can stop biological terrorists sending Coronavirus infected suicide killers across the border into 

America.  The idea has certainly occurred to them.  It is cheap and effective. They may be trying it right 

now.  

Is Trump still a racist for wanting to protect America first?  Is Trump a Racist for wanting to keep out the 

sick coming for free medical care, free everything? What if the Virus turns into a pandemic, will the 

Sanctuary City and State have enough beds to care for Americans? Will Americans be turned away 

because the city and state is flooded by sick, infected migrants?   

Jewish law mandates, before we save the world, we must save our families and our communities - first.  

The silence of Liberals, as the unrestricted migrants streaming across America’s borders flood continues, 

is deafeningly, hypocritically, brain dead. That is until it is their families that are impacted. 

Perhaps it is Liberalism that needs to be examined for mental Coronavirus, not Trumpism.   

Israel is closing its borders to migrants, tourists, anyone from Coronavirus infected areas.  Is Israel racist? 

Those who hate Israel insist Israel is racist.  Bernie Sanders and his supporters affirm that loudly. 

Common sense to the obvious is not racism.  

And now for the hate responses…??? 


